Interlaken Public Library
Annual Report For Public And Association Libraries - 2013

Federal Notes
State Notes
Local Notes

1. GENERAL LIBRARY INFORMATION
No Notes

2. LIBRARY COLLECTION

2.13 Electronic Books

Federal Note: This new number takes into consideration Overdrive titles available system wide.

2.20 Audio - Downloadable Units

Federal Note: This new number takes into consideration Overdrive titles available system wide.

2.29 Electronic Materials

Local Note: includes addition of overdrive titles

2.30 All Other Materials

Local Note: Includes addition of 2317 Overdrive audio books

3. LIBRARY PROGRAMS, POLICIES, AND SERVICES

3.30 Other (describe using the State note)

State Note: We collaborated with Lodi Whittier Library when planning programming, prizes, etc. Also local businesses and Seneca County Cooperative extension

e. Other (describe using the State note)

State Note: Collaborated with Edith B. Ford Library and the World of Words grant to provide early literacy programs

d. Other (see instructions and describe using State Note)

State Note: Seneca County Workforce Development provided 2 sessions for Job search and also resume building workshop

4. LIBRARY TRANSACTIONS
No Notes

5. TECHNOLOGY AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS
No Notes

6. STAFF INFORMATION
No Notes

7. MINIMUM PUBLIC LIBRARY STANDARDS
No Notes

8. PUBLIC SERVICE INFORMATION
No Notes

9. SERVICE OUTLET INFORMATION

Repeating Group 1

  Number of wireless access uses per year: 31

State Note: We do offer wireless access, but don't have a way to track the number of uses. Estimate of a typical week would be 10 patrons that access our wireless using their laptops, tablets, etc.

10. OFFICERS AND TRUSTEES
Repeating Group 4

1. Title of Board Member (select one): State Note: Board Member Alicia Michael resigned end of 2013.

11. OPERATING FUNDS RECEIPTS

No Notes

12. OPERATING FUND DISBURSEMENTS

No Notes

13. CAPITAL FUND RECEIPTS

No Notes

14. CAPITAL FUND DISBURSEMENTS

No Notes

15. FEDERAL TOTALS

15.5 State Government Revenue Federal Note: Previous year total included a $10000 state bullet aid that we did not receive this year

16. FOR NEW YORK STATE LIBRARY USE ONLY

No Notes

SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENTS

No Notes